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James Cushing

Undercurrent Blues
Some script is kicking up dust in a drawer.
Long, hot mornings marked with birds’ arithmetic
scatter like weirdly separate raindrops.

Between my thighs I feel the coolness
of honey, green ribbon, old newspaper.
Look! Someone stands reflected in a glass door.

My fate’s played out on a lawn by rabbits. It’s perfect!
Actors take over in jerkins and berets.
My favorite the one who killed the dwarf.
What remains within this flame of panic
but a blue balloon, escaping crying child (yes, it’s me),
performing hard labor in the July sky?

A freckled fog descends.
I invent another continent, declare a train across its face,
drive it uphill into July like a firecracker.

I hasten to get your door and soda.
A siren sings “ Ain’t Got Nobody” through sodden fields.
The man reading in the next room thanks me,

picks up The Odyssey and reads Book One to me,
the cadence fluid, the hero ideally absent.
Oak leaves abbreviate my name. But no one
pays attention to the leaves,
brightly green in the fog-charged July sun,
open to anything the breeze might have
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a mind to deliver, so ready to nod
their leafy agreement with whatever comment
the wind may have made about the sun.
A bell peals through moistened air.
Take comfort in this bubbling sound, its active
voice, its terms for love and food.

Oxygen turns apples lovely shades of brown,
glowing in the path a sailboat traces as it
moves us through the mulch of your past,

its brown wetness so hard for us
we call each other hurtful names.
Later, over ice cream, we watch

shoppers ignoring a rainbow
(they’re staring at their ragged shoes,
the crisp blue pavement). It hits me:
your are my unwilling hero, one
who moved stone tablets to see me
better, one I talk to when I mumble.
My beard grows fuller as it whitens,
my trousers fit my children perfectly,
but I have not sorted the last letter
you wrote, or who you were reading
when you wrote it, or where to hang
the beaded curtain spilling and clattering

out of that letter so fiercely we had
to rip off our clothes and have sex
right then, that very minute,
hard and
far beneath “history” we felt no surprise
at the rising sun
swiftly peering at us
through a hedge outside your living room window

because it wasn’t yet part of any comprehensible past,
just a stack of snapshots waiting for their album
and its place in a box southeast of the laundry,
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and when we were done and dressed again,
two hidden streambeds reached for my feet,
two trickles rose from their ancient mud

like run-on sentences. Oh, slow spider, where
do you attempt your web, what book
does your filament spotlight this evening?

How quickly I sink into your streams,
how hard I try to clutch the trout hopping
through your chest, the word thought about.
And did you find your pen, the golden one,
beneath the sleeping fool you pitied?
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